OFNA Board Meeting Sept 8, 2014
Present: James, Henry, Jim, Kentn
Tim Weishaupt brought master plan info for the new Stone Creek Subdivision. Lots
for the new subdivision are very small for single family homes. The city wants
density so there will be small lots for single family homes and multi family housing
in the area. Suggestions were made to make the plan a bit more friendly for the
neighborhood. Apparently the city wants to make neighborhoods a grid plan.
There will be pedestrian trails, sidewalks and bike lanes throughout the area.
Nan reported that it looks like there will be sidewalks on both sides of the street for
most of Brosterhous. Henry asked when do we give notice that Brosterhous needs
to be brought up to standards. Nan asked if the SDC’s will be dedicated to do the
work on Brosterhaus. At this time there is not an answer but Tim encouraged
everyone to have input.
Henry and others said that the SE side is often left out of good development. As an
example, any money left over from the GO bond which is updating Reed Market,
will be sent to the West Side of Bend instead of being kept in SE for use on other
projects needed in the SE area. Money allocated for the SE side should be used on
the SE side of town.
Written comments need to be sent to the city council to let them know issues from
our neighborhood.
Henry gave the treasurers report.
Discussion on using NextDoor for giving information . One gentleman sees this as
taking over for Neighborhood Watch. Some people think this is a good way of
communicating within the OFNA but the board has not yet signed on to NextDoor.
Kay will put the OFNA notice of general meeting on NextDoor. The notice should
refer people to the website.
Nan reported on Aspin Reserve. They are hoping to have a pedestrian trail along
the canal. They are currently revising their standards.
Brian Rankin attended a meeting also attended by Nan and ______. _____gave a
report on the meeting. Nan provided a flow chart which she will email to the board
members.
Kent is attending TSAC Meetings.
There was discussion on need more board members.

Nan reported on a speaker for the General Meeting. The planning commission Bill
Wagner suggested a speaker for the General Meeting. Suggested Larkspur should
invite their people to our meeting also.
Another speaker suggested would be the Reed Market Project Manager.
A nomination was made to have Colette Blum-Meister to replace a previous
member. She will serve a 2 year term.
James reported on the canal trail. James was invited to the Nottingham Meeting to
report on what is happening with the canal trail. James will be doing that
presentation on Oct 23, 2014. Apparently there is not a lot of information being
given to the Nottingham residents.
James is putting together a packet to be handed out to new people for Parks &
Rec.
Meeting adjourned.

